The CTR search map is the primary resource for locating the physicians with a CTR because each physician on the map has provided their preferred practice address to the Medical Board. The CTR search map is located here: https://med.ohio.gov/Publications/CTR-Search.

The CTR search map homepage provides multiple ways to quickly interact and search for CTR physicians. The map defaults to all CTR physicians. To update the map simply click on a dropdown list and select a state, region, county, or city (outlined in red) to update the filters.
In the following example, the map is filtered by Region (Central) and County (Franklin). The map can be updated further choosing a city within Franklin County. When making these selections the list of CTR physicians to choose from will update automatically.
To show the address and map location of a specific CTR physician simply click on the desired blue dot on the map or select a CTR physician from the list below.
To begin a new search and reset the map simply click **Reset Filters**.